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Radio Signal Modelers Flying Club
Schiller Woods Flying Field
President’s Message
Late Spring is in full swing
and hopefully you have had a
chance to do some flying.
Summer solstice is around
the corner and half the year
went by just like that. Get out
there and enjoy some fresh
air and social distancing and
maybe some flying while
you’re at it.

May Meeting Minutes

Ray C.

VP Thoughts
Fellow RSM people. I hope
that you have taken
advantage of these warmer
(well a little warmer) days
along with calmer winds aloft
and got some flying in. I have
been on vacation all week
and hope to get out before
the week is out and tear up
the skies. Although its been
a little warmer, the rain seems
to be unrelenting...and this
COVID thing... well lets just
get through it as best we can.
Our mission is to keep those
birds in the air. Take care and
have a great week.

The May meeting was called to order at 6:30PM on May 11th by
president Ray Capitulo at the flying field. The Porta John was
gone and the picnic tables and flight stands had been stacked and
taped oﬀ with “Caution Tape”. Members brought their own
chairs, wore masks, and observed social distancing. Using a PA
system, Ray read the March meeting notes which were approved.
16 members were present. Les Schier, Joe Stanko, and Tim
Gombert will each have an extra raﬄe ticket for having their
birthdays in April.

Treasurer’s Report
Frank Roberson Treasurer
Started with: $1172

Ended with: $1042

Income:
Membership Renewal: 2 at $20 (old website pricing)
2 at $40 (new website pricing).

VP Scott

Upcoming Events
NONE
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Expenses:
$13 Secretary of State filing fee
$200 Club 2020 Charter and Insurance
$37 Pizza Expense
April ended with $1199 after 4 PayPal corrected and 3 of Frank’s
PayPal tests renewals, minus PayPal fees. The March and April
reports were approved.

Name: Ismael Macias (Ish)
Occupation: Machine Operator
(retired)
Club Membership: 5 years
Flying Experience: 5 years
Airplane or Heli: Airplane
Radio: Spektrum DX6i
Electric, Nitro: Electric

Field Maintenance Committee:
By Don Zeller
Don re-installed the tractor battery and changed the oil. He
recently made his first grass cutting for the season.
Jack Behrens replaced the cable ties on the safety fence and
installed patio stone (circular shaped) under each flight stands. At
least 4 stands were done so far. He dug up the dirt, added packing
gravel, and placed the stone on top. 3 are needed per stand.
Thanks Jack. Keep up the initiative and enthusiasm. We need
members like you. Thumbs UP!!

Favorite Model: EFlite
Commander & Razorback

Flying Style: Scale
R/C Simulator: Phoenix 5.0
Cubs or Sox: Sox “forever”
Quote: “I wish I could fl y
everyday with my good friends at
RSM”
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Terry Gombert also installed hooks on the flight stands for your
radio to hang on to. Thanks Terry for locating the proper hooks
to fit our radios.
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Field Safety Committee:
By Jim Parker
Nothing to report.

Flight Instruction Committee:
By Don Zeller
Nothing to report.

Planning Committee:
By Dan Trocke
All events planned by the club is
on hold. There are no events
planned at all the Forest Preserve
of Cook County as they are complying with FPCC COVID-19 Executive Orders.

Old Business:
Ray Capitulo reported that the Indoor flying event was a success. The
club donated the $50 (deposit for key) to Bethany Baptist Church as
an extra thanks for allowing the use of their facility especially during
the cold winter months. The key was returned to one of the Church
personnel. Thank You Jim for your eﬀort and hopefully we can do
this again in the future.
Even though there was no April meeting, Ray was able to interview
various members on how they went about their routines during this
quarantine. He called it the “COVID-19 Edition” Newsletter. The
April Newsletter is on the website. Hopefully he doesn’t have to
repeat that edition in the future!

New Business:
Jim Parker will have a “Pilots Corner” starting with this issue (May).
There will also be “For Sale/Wanted section on the website soon. “For Sale/Wanted” items will show for a
month and will be updated every 7 days.
Ray made a proposal to have the Club pay for individual membership dues when they are voted as
Oﬃcers for the club. A motion was made to approve the proposal. A second motion was approved.
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Next was the vote. The majority of the members present approved there vote by the show of hands. The
motion was approved.
Dan Trocke donated a bow and arrow, to use to get aircraft out of trees.

Show & Tell / Demonstration :
NONE

Welcome to the Pilot’s Corner:
By Jim Parker
As the newest AMA Instructor Pilot and member of RSM, I will write articles addressing flying skills on
all range of pilots. Our President, Ray C. Will be editor-in-chief coordinating information for the website
newsletter. Feel free to comment on my eﬀorts and maybe suggest future topics for consideration here.
Today’s topic: FINAL APPROACH (Getting the feel for the best landing speed)
This article is paraphrased from an article written by Dave Scott, a champion aerobatics competitor,
aviation author and Flight School Operator.
There are a number of mistakes that most R/C pilots make that stem, in part, from rarely having a plan
before takeoﬀ. This article will address the first of the two most common bad habits that end up leading
to more damage during landings than any other. Most pilots of skill levels will immediately experience
improved landings if that can correct just one of these habits.

BAD HABIT #1: Diving Toward the Runway
The first bad habit is rooted in the way any pilots set up their landings when they learned to fly. It’s the
reason that no two landings are ever the same. Begin by giving some thought about flying a specific
pattern to set up a landing. Many pilots fly about loosely, then head downwind, turn around, and then try
to line up and lose altitude before reaching the runway. Novice pilots fly higher to stay safe and so when
the decision is made to land, they are forced to push down the nose to lose altitude during the base leg
and final turn to the runway.
The consequences of letting the nose to drop during the final turns to landing is to incur excessive
airspeed. Approaching the runway too fast, limits response time necessary for corrections, and causes
multiple go arounds or running oﬀ the runway.
Trying to force the plane down to the runway, using down elevator, increases airspeed. Even the best of
pilots have a hard time making a smooth landing when carrying too much speed. The tiniest
imperfection, correction, overcorrection, during flare will lead to a balloon, a major bounce, gear damage
or worse. (Usually citing manufacturer for not making the gear or airframe strong enough).
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Correcting Bad Habit #1
Establish a lower downwind leg (just above the trees). Reduce power to establish a gradual 3% descent.
Adjust the elevator to maintain the gradual 3% glide scope throughout the setup to landing, but not so
steep the speed builds up. Idle the motor when confident the airplane will touch down near the beginning
of the runway.
It’s scary to make turns when slow and low to the ground. Practice your approach at a higher altitude until
you feel comfortable with your model. Then, remember, the airplane does not know how high it is and
will turn the same whether at altitude of near the ground.
An essential key to setting up better landings is paying attention to flying a lower downwind leg in
advance of the turn to final, allowing you to focus on positioning and coming out of the turn perfectly
lined up with the runway. The combination of a good lineup and not fighting to lose altitude will aﬀord
you more time to think about when to idle the motor to aﬀect a touchdown near the front end of the
runway.
It’s standard practice and acceptable to let the airplane descend slightly before, during, and after final
turn, but avoid building up any excessive speed, don’t let the nose of the plane drop more than a few
degrees. If the airplane is not coming down at a suﬃcient rate to touch down near the front end of the
runway, rather than diving down with elevator, the proficient pilot will reduce power to aﬀect a steeper
descent without building up airspeed.

Bad Habit #2: Approaching too fast ( next month )
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Next Meeting: at the Flying Field, weather permitting on
Monday, June 8th 2020 at 6:30 PM

Newsletter by RC
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